
KTOO-FM Local Content and Services Report – 2015 

KTOO is a joint licensee.  On July 1, 2013 we instituted a significant organizational change 
designed to break down our traditional silos between radio and TV and recognize the critical 
role of our web and social media content.  Departments are organized under "news and public 
affairs", and "arts and culture".  Every Monday morning, all content producers meet to discuss 
story ideas. Each story is approached from the perspective of "how best can we tell this?".  The 
answer may lead to a product that is created for web, TV and/or radio, and may involve live 
events with community participation.  All producers are trained to work in text, audio, video, 
and photography, and to work collaboratively.  This approach is designed to reach our 
traditional audience in the ways they are used to consuming information, as well reach whole 
new audiences previously not available in "over-the-air" broadcasts.  This approach also 
leverages KTOO as a convener of community partners that actively works to create dialogue 
around important issues.    

We have two series that exemplify this approach.  

 “Forum@360”:  The program brings guests from around Alaska in to our studio to share 
their stories and discuss the issues of the day with a live studio and online audience. Programs 
are recorded and later broadcast on 360 North TV and KTOO-FM, and often lead to an audio 
piece that is aired in our local Morning Edition.  A few of the topics covered this year include 
“Alaska’s Deep Money Challenge and What We Can Do”, “Filipinos in Alaska”, and “How 
Childhood Sexual Assault Survivors Turned Trauma into Art”.  The Childhood assault program 
was produced in collaboration with our local theater company which presented a play written 
by an abuse survivor. 

 “Arts@360”:  Like its counter-part “Forum@360”, our Arts program brings arts and 
culture creators from around the state to our studios for performance and conversation.  All 
shows are radio, TV and web products. The radio pieces are offered to all 26 stations in the 
State.  We have four distinct series under the “Arts@360” umbrella: 

1) Alaska Originals:  hour long original performances by professional Alaskan musicians.  

2) Writers’ Showcase:  Selected Shorts meets the Last Frontier.  Short stories written by 
Alaska Authors are read aloud by professional actors.  

3) Red Carpet Concerts:  short 15 minute sets with Alaska musicians recorded in the arts 
office, and shared on web, social media and used as audio beds during our local news casts and 
music programs. 



4) The Artist:  Profiles of Alaska Artists that mix video story-telling elements with in-studio 
discussion.  

Response to our approach to content creation has been huge which is best measured by web 
and social media analytics.  In 2015 we had 181 stories with more than 1,000 pageviews, up 
from 100 stories with more than 1,000 pageviews in 2014. We had 13 stories with more than 
5,000 pageviews, and our top story for the year had over 60,000 pageviews in 2015, up from 
the previous high mark of 22,000 in 2014.  

The numbers for social media engagement are also impressive:  Our Facebook likes grew by 
over 83%, with over 2,000 new likes. Our Twitter followers increased by over 85% (835 new 
followers).  

Important in our evaluation of which stories to cover and which topics to pursue in more depth 
is input from our community advisory board.  This board is made up of station members and 
represents a cross section of the community. We meet formally 3x a year, and communicate 
informally the rest of the year. 

Key Initiatives 

“A Roof”:  This project has now been funded for a second year.  It was designed to publicly 
engage community leaders, stakeholders, legislators and the public at large about the 
importance of supportive housing, housing plans, and homelessness strategies for the overall 
benefit of Alaska communities.  Our primary partner on the project is the Alaska Commission on 
Housing and Homelessness.  This past year the project produced 32 news stories addressing the 
topic, televised “town hall” discussion, and live coverage of the Alaska Coalition of Housing and 
Homelessness 2015 Conference.  All created content can be found on our dedicated web page 
for the project.    This project exemplifies the reach and impact public media can have when it 
engages community partners to address an important community issue.   

“Our Voices Will Be Heard”:  Perseverance Theatre is our local theatre company that recently 
presented a play which explores the complicated legacy of childhood sexual abuse, set in a 
fictitious Tlingit village in the 1800’s.  Partly biographical, the story explores the issues of 
childhood trauma and the importance of speaking out.  KTOO used the show’s presentation as 
an opportunity to focus attention on issues of sexual assault and advocacy.  We convened a 
televised panel discussion with the play write and two other writers  - both abuse survivors as 
well.  Our statewide broadcast looked at how art can be used to turn trauma in to healing, and 
its effectiveness at creating community dialogue.  The program is now available online, and we 
accompanied it’s broadcast with an audio piece for web and radio.   



KTOO partners with a number of arts organizations to help bring meaningful performances to 
Juneau, including the Alaska Folk Festival, Juneau Jazz and Classics, and the Juneau Symphony.  
We play the artists and the music that will be featured in advance of the concerts, do in-studio 
interviews and air announcements detailing concert information.  We also do a live broadcast 
of each of the Juneau Symphony concerts, and carry the entire week long Folk Festival live on 
our air and web stream. These partnerships underscore our shared missions and help to create 
context and deeper meaning for concert-goers.  

“Juneau Votes”: This fall we partnered for a second year with our local newspaper on an 
initiative we called “Juneau Votes”.  Our combined election coverage included candidate 
debates and profiles, and in-depth analysis of the ballot measures.  A robust web page was 
created that created a very easy way to get basic information on each candidate. 
http://www.ktoo.org/features/2015-juneau-election/ 

“Internships”: KTOO has an arrangement with the University of Alaska Southeast, whereby 
college students get course credit for interning with us.  This past year we had one student 
work with us for eight months who produced pieces for our Morning Edition broadcast, did a 
range of production work, and helped in bringing in high school volunteers.  We also have an 
internship program for recent graduates from around the country.  This past  summer we 
hosted a graduate from the University of Fairbanks whose work was so good she immediately 
got a full time job at another Alaska station once she finis  hed with us.  This fall we brought on 
a local young woman whose natural science interest resulted in several excellent stories on the 
Tongass National Forrest.    

“JWAC”: KTOO partners with the Juneau World Affairs Council on the presentation of their 
annual speaker series.  Each year JWAC brings in about six guests who present in our studios.  
We record these broadcasts for Statewide television broadcast and radio play.  The programs 
also have a permanet home on our website.  This series is a great way for KTOO, working the 
JWAC, to facilitate local discussions on global issues.   

“Stories of Champions”:  For the second year in a row, the CPB “Stories of Champions” allowed 
KTOO to create three “stories of champions” videos that were broadcast throughout the state 
in conjunction with “American Graduate Day”. This was a great way for us to showcase the 
individuals actively working to help our high school students achieve success. 

Impacts:  IMPACT OF “A ROOF”:   

- This past year, the combined efforts of several community partners, and KTOO’s spotlight on 
the issue, resulted in the Juneau City Assembly committing $1.5 million to a housing project 
aimed at helping the chronically homeless. This is the first step in efforts to receive a grant from 
the Alaska Housing Finance Corp. to fund construction costs.  



-We formed partnerships with organizations we hadn't previously worked, which may lead to 
other collaborations. 

IMPACT OF WORKING WITH ARTS ORGANIZATIONS:   

-increased awareness of the artists and performers which helps build appreciation 

-exposed new people to genres/art forms they may not have previously known about 

-live Symphony and Folk Fest broadcasts bring performances to those who might not be able to 
afford to attend, are physically unable, or didn't know it’s something they would enjoy. 

IMPACT OF JUNEAU VOTES:   

Readily assessable information on the candidates and issues. 

IMPACT STORIES OF CHAMPIONS:  Statewide recognition of individuals doing great work on 
behalf of our students.  This is a very positive way of highlighting the importance of our 
community supporting our students to success.  

IMPACT OF JWAC: opportunity for our local community to discuss and problem solve global 
issues. 

IMPACT OF INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS: 

We get great content and the students get great experience that often leads to careers in 
broadcasting.  A recent review of our interns over the last six years shows that roughly half are 
working professionally in media, including three of our interns from the last eighteen months. 

 

Minority and Diverse Audience Programming 

Our news team regularly produces stories of importance to the Native community.  Stories this 
last year in the “Alaska Native Culture” category include the following topics:  how to achieve 
racial equality, spotlights on current Native artist, domestic violence and homelessness. 

For the first time this year, KTOO sent a reporter to the National Federation of Natives 
conference held in Anchorage.  She produced multiple reports for radio and web daily, and live 
tweeted a few events. 

The Filipino community is also represented in our regular reporting, as well as on a two hour 
weekly Filipino music show.   

ON GOING, REGULARLY SCHEDULED RADIO PROGRAMS: 



-KRNN and KTOO air a daily 5 minute Native American news broadcast M-F 

-KRNN airs Roots of Smooth Jazz and Bonjour Africa – music shows both produced by the 
African-American Radio Consortium.  

-KRNN produces a weekly Spanish music/talk show hosted by two volunteers from the Hispanic 
community.  This bilingual program aims to educate our audience about the language music 
and culture of those from Central and South America. 

-KRNN produces a weekly Filipino music and language program hosted by a volunteer with 
Filipino heritage.  

-KRNN KTOO and KXLL air public service announcements detailing events in the Native, Latin 
and Filipino communities.  

FOR 2016: 

We are currently fundraising to work on a project that explores the place of Tlingit art in the 
Pacific Northwest tradition.  This work would have us collaborating with several individuals in 
the Native community and with one of the primary Native Heritage institutes in the State. Our 
project would include the production of a documentary for statewide TV and web, a televised 
panel discussion with artists and their descendants, and a robust website with all of the support 
materials.  

We are also looking at expanding the scope of our Homelessness project to include a series on 
“Recidivism”.  The stories will be told by Native man who was in and out of jail for years but is 
finally on the path to lasting success.  He will conduct StoryCorps-style interviews with inmates 
and those on the “outside” which will then be edited in to content for radio and web. 

 

Impact of CPB Funding 

Without CPB funding KTOO would not be able to offer the meaningful service that it does.  
While KTOO boasts one of the highest per capita membership levels in the country and employs 
"best practices" in fundraising our small population base of 30,000 people simply cannot 
support all of the financial demands of running a public media service that offers relevant local 
news, the highest quality national programming, and community produced music and public 
affairs shows.  CPB grants have been an essential component of our funding formula that allows 
for this important service to thrive in Alaska's Capital. 


